Potential Places of Refuge for Kodiak Island Subarea

Kodiak Island

23-D Cape Ahtak and 24-D Tanner Head from the South.

60-L Sulua Bay from the South.

63-L Moser Bay from the South.

61-L Kempff Bay from the West.

22-D & 58-L in Jap Bay from the Southeast.

63-L Moser Bay from the Southeast.

23-D Cape Ahtak and 24-D Tanner Head from the South.

61-L Kempff Bay from the West.

59-L Kaguyak Bay from the East.

22-D Kaguyak Bay from the Northeast.

This is not intended for navigational use.

Soundings in fathoms

Center of map at 56° 54.34' N Lat., 153° 58.24' W Lon.
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